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ABSTRACT
Many enterprises outsource network management (e.g., trou-
bleshooting failures, monitoring performance) to third-party
managed service providers (MSPs) to reduce cost. Unfor-
tunately, recent incidents show that MSPs themselves have
become an attractive launchpad to gain access to customer
networks. In this work, we argue that such incidents arise
due to a violation of the least privilege principle. We revisit
the MSP outsourcing problem through this least-privilege
view, identify key challenges in realizing this framework, and
present initial ideas toward this goal. In particular, we pro-
pose providing the MSP provider an isolated “digital twin”
environment to resolve problems and prevent providers from
directly accessing the customer production network. Changes
are verified before importing them into the production net-
work, ensuring there are no privilege violations. Our prelimi-
nary experiments show that our approach can resolve practical
problems (e.g., misconfigurations) and is effective in reducing
the attack surfaces for MSP customers.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Small- to medium-sized enterprises (e.g., banks, hospitals,
stores) are outsourcing their network management to third-
party managed service providers (MSPs) (e.g., IBM, Fujitsu,
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CenturyLink [13–17]). MSPs remotely monitor a client’s net-
work and provide various management functions; e.g., config-
uring firewall rules, troubleshooting Wi-Fi issues, and mon-
itoring bandwidth usage. Compared to in-house IT teams,
MSPs offer reduced operational expenses and the market is
large (e.g., USD 178.5 billion in 2019 and projected to grow
to USD 309.4 billion by 2025 [18]).

As the MSP model gains traction, MSPs are themselves
becoming attractive attack targets, especially as launchpads
to attack their customers [2, 11, 31]. Compromising a single
large MSP could provide attackers with access to hundreds
to thousands of customer networks. In particular, small MSP
providers have fewer resources and employees, so they can
be attacked with less effort. This threat is not hypothetical
and many high-profile incidents have already been reported;
e.g., the APT10 threat group’s Operation Cloud Hopper cam-
paign [25] targeted hundreds of MSPs worldwide [2].

Analyzing these incidents, the key reason behind these
attacks is that MSPs have unrestricted access to clients’ net-
works. Such access is indeed necessary for some operations;
e.g., installing software or configuring firewall rules. However,
it also opens doors for an adversary to abuse these privileges
for subversive purposes; e.g., stealing intellectual property,
gathering information for commercial advantage [2, 24, 31],
or installing ransomware [11].

In this work, we revisit this problem from first principles—
through classical concepts of least privilege [45] and access
control [40]. Ideally, we want to confine the MSP’s privileges
to only the necessary capabilities specific to a task, verify that
this occurred, and audit the actions of the MSP technicians.
Thus, even if some misbehavior does occur, its impact on the
client can be limited and/or detected.

To this end, we propose Heimdall, a new architecture to
enable least-privilege when using MSPs. The high-level idea
in Heimdall is to create a sandboxed “digital twin ” environ-
ment for technicians to work on that mimics the production
network. This prevents a technician from directly accessing
the production network. After the technicians make changes,
they are verified so that legitimate changes are applied to the
production network and violations are intercepted.
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Realizing this idea in practice, however, is challenging.
First, any system needs to add a minimal burden for MSP
customers and technicians and be compatible with existing
workflows. Second, the system needs to be efficient. Check-
ing privilege violations should not affect normal operations.
Finally, the system needs to be trustworthy, giving MSP cus-
tomers confidence that it can detect privilege violations cor-
rectly, even in the presence of attacks.

To address these challenges, we present the initial design
and implementation of Heimdall, which consists of three
key components. First, we design a simple yet expressive lan-
guage for MSP customers to specify their policies on privilege
levels for various network resources (e.g., network interface).
Second, we propose a twin network, an emulated network en-
vironment that mimics the production network but is isolated
to restrict malicious behavior, for the technician to resolve
problems. A naive approach to create a twin network could
use existing emulation tools [23, 28, 41] to clone the entire
production network. However, this may expose sensitive data
and consume significant resources. We propose a task-driven
approach to create a minimalist twin network relevant to the
given task, so that the technician can only access a mini-
mal view of the production network. Finally, we introduce
a policy enforcer that sits between the twin network and the
production network to mediate accesses and eliminate policy
violations. To guard the enforcer against attacks, we run it
inside a trusted execution environment (e.g., Intel SGX).

Given increasing network complexity, we believe it is nec-
essary to enable enterprises to outsource network manage-
ment while minimizing the attack surface created by outsourc-
ing. Our preliminary prototype and experiments show that our
approach resolves practical problems (e.g., misconfigurations)
and reduces attack surfaces for MSP customers.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
In this section, we provide background information on the
structure of managed network services. Then, we highlight
attacks that have exploited vulnerabilities in these systems.

2.1 MSP Services and Workflow
To reduce operational costs, enterprises are outsourcing net-
work services to managed service providers (MSPs) [13–17].
Typical services include incident management (e.g., switch
or wireless access point failure), change management (e.g.,
modify routing policies or firewall rules), and performance
management (e.g., monitor bandwidth use).

To provide services remotely, MSPs rely on Remote Man-
agement and Monitoring (RMM) tools [10, 12, 19, 21, 27]. A
typical RMM tool [7, 20] is based on a client-server architec-
ture: one central server collaborates with one to many agents,
which run on the enterprise network’s devices (Figure 1). The
RMM server is responsible for authenticating users and autho-
rizing access to the agents. These agents have root privileges
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Figure 1: Current MSP workflow: a central RMM server
controls agents that have root access on network devices.
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Figure 2: MSPs are a launchpad to steal enterprise data.

to perform commands directly on the endpoints that can run
them (e.g., servers, desktops). For endpoints that cannot run
agents (e.g., printers), a remote agent probes the endpoints.

Figure 1 shows a typical workflow with four steps [7, 20]:
(1) A technician receives a ticket (created by the network
administrator or by a monitoring system) from the ticketing
system. For example, a ticket could be: a web service run-
ning on server 𝐻 cannot receive packets; (2) After receiving
the ticket, a technician logs into the RMM server (via a web
console), which authenticates their identity; (3) Once authen-
ticated, the technician has full control over network devices.
They may start the debugging process at the effected host,
for example, by bringing a network interface up/down. If
they suspect that the issue is not associated with the host, but
is actually caused by intermediate switches or middleboxes,
then they can examine and modify configurations on these
network devices as well. For example, the technician might
check whether a firewall is blocking the port used by the web
service. Since the RMM agents have root access, the techni-
cian can issue both normal and privileged commands; and
(4) After finishing the task, the technician documents their
changes and closes the ticket.

2.2 Motivating Incidents
Although outsourcing is economically attractive, recent inci-
dents suggest that it creates new types of security threats for
enterprises as MSPs themselves increasingly become attack
targets. In many ways, these incidents are ironic in that the
exact processes meant to secure enterprise networks have
become vectors for attack. Consider two example incidents.
Example 1 – Data breach: One of the most well-known
real-world MSP attacks was launched by the hacker group
APT10 [2, 25]. As Figure 2 depicts, the attackers infiltrated
MSP customers’ servers via the RMM software and deployed
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malware that gathered proprietary data (e.g., credentials, in-
tellectual property), compressed it, and exfiltrated it to Drop-
box [5] accounts. The attack lasted over six months and com-
promised law firms, banks, and manufacturers.
Example 2 – Network outage: While the remote manage-
ment model exposes risk to purposeful attacks, unchecked
access to customer infrastructure leads to accidental damage
as well. In a hypothetical scenario shown in Figure 3, a tech-
nician is supposed to configure a gateway router to create
a separate subnet for newly-installed servers. Unfortunately,
the technician carelessly executes an erroneous command,
causing a large network outage that impacts the customer’s
business for several hours. While human errors are inevitable,
we envision a design that enables enterprises to detect them
in advance and limit the scope of their damage.

3 HEIMDALL OVERVIEW
Looking at these incidents, the attacks are possible because
there is a violation of least privilege [45, 46]. To quote from
Saltzer and Schroeder, the principle states that: “Every pro-
gram and every user of the system should operate using the
least set of privileges necessary to complete the job.” The
existing MSP architecture is at odds with this principle. Once
an MSP technician is authenticated, they have almost un-
restricted access to all hosts, routers, and middleboxes on
the enterprise’s network. Since it is unlikely that resolving
a ticket requires root privileges on the entire network, this
access model clearly violates the principle of least privilege.

Thus, a natural question that motivates our work is can
we rethink the MSP workflow to enable, enforce, and vali-
date adherence to the principle of least-privilege? Cast in
this light, it is clear that existing solutions are inadequate. For
instance, some vendors are upgrading their products to pro-
vide stronger authentication (e.g., multi-factor authentication,
password management) [8, 26, 30], but these mechanisms are
too coarse-grained and do not address the original issue of an
unnecessarily large attack surface. A rogue technician or an
attacker that passes the authentication (e.g., by phishing cre-
dentials) can still cause the above example incidents. Instead,
this problem requires a fine-grained authorization mechanism
that controls what operations an MSP technician is trusted to
perform on a particular device.

As a first step toward securing MSP customers, we envi-
sion a new architecture for MSPs, known as Heimdall, that

Figure 4: Heimdall overview: (1) An admin specifies a
Privilegemsp using our expressive language; (2) A techni-
cian works on the isolated twin network; (3) Changes to
the twin network propagate to the production network
and are verified by the enforcer.

achieves least privilege by default. Figure 4 shows the three-
step Heimdall workflow: (1) An admin uses our expressive
domain-specific language to specify a Privilegemsp that defines
a technician’s privileges; (2) For each ticket, a twin network
— which mimics the production network but is isolated to
prevent malicious behavior — is created for the technician
to modify offline; (3) After the technician resolves the ticket
inside the twin network, the policy enforcer analyzes any
changes before importing them into the production network,
to avoid privilege violations. Given this approach to ensuring
least-privilege for MSPs, three challenges arise.
Challenge 1 – Specify fine-grained priviledges efficiently:
While it is trivial to provide a technician either all privileges
or none, crafting a fine-grained Privilegemsp is more diffi-
cult. A naive approach is to specify a set of privileges for
each network component, but this is tedious and error-prone
considering the large number of network components, the
diversity of network services (e.g., monitoring, upgrading,
troubleshooting), and the dynamic nature of a network (e.g.,
privileges may need to evolve over the life cycle of a ticket).
Challenge 2 – Emulate a network securely and faithfully:
Existing emulation tools (e.g, CrystalNet [41], GNS3 [28])
that clone all network elements can expose sensitive data (e.g.,
an IPSec key). An alternative is to emulate a subset of the net-
work while hiding unrelated components, but differentiating
between relevant and irrelevant network elements is nontrivial
and has important consequences: missing a relevant element
could yield a different failure scenario, while including an
irrelevant element increases the attack surface.
Challenge 3 – Trustworthiness: For an enterprise to trust
Heimdall, the policy enforcer must guarantee that the least-
privilege properties are satisfied even in the presence of at-
tacks. Heimdall itself must be secure so that it does not be-
come another launchpad for attacks. The system must au-
dit [40] users’ actions and provide tamper-resistant audit
trails, an important tool in ensuring network policy com-
pliance, that can be reviewed later to analyze a technician’s
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Figure 5: (a) Using monolithic emulators cannot achieve both security and feasibility. E.g., given a ticket reporting that
host2 cannot communicate with host4, two options exist: (b) emulate all elements of the production network, or (c)
emulate the neighbors of the affected elements (hosts 2 and 4). (d) Our twin network decouples traditional monolithic
emulation into presentation and emulation layers, and inserts a reference monitor in between to mediate all actions.

network modifications. In practice, it is also challenging to
import changes into the production network (e.g., updating
routers in the wrong order can result in inconsistent behavior).

We also have several practical requirements. An expensive
or high-overhead solution would nullify the original motiva-
tion for outsourcing. Thus, Heimdall should be low-overhead
and require little additional hardware. We also require a so-
lution that does not disrupt network operations or add heavy
burdens for network administrators or MSP technicians.
4 PROOF-OF-CONCEPT DESIGN
In this section, we elaborate on these design challenges with
respect to the privilege specification, twin network, and policy
enforcer, and discuss initial ideas to address them.
4.1 Privilege Specification
It is nontrivial to define privileges for each network object
(e.g., router, switch, interface) given the large number of
objects and diverse possible actions. Therefore, a simple yet
expressive domain specific language (DSL) is needed. The
goal of this DSL is to help an admin create a fine-grained
privilege specification, known as a Privilegemsp, efficiently.
The Privilegemsp is a set of predicates that each correspond to
a specific technician action and evaluate to true, indicating
that the technician is allowed to perform the action, or false,
if the action is prohibited. For example, {allow(ip, 𝑟1)}
specifies that a technician can modify router 𝑟1’s IP address
but cannot perform other actions (e.g., change its password).

In our current work, Heimdall includes a convenient front-
end interface, based on JSON, that builds on the specification
DSL from Batfish [37]. We extend Batfish to take privileges
for different network resources as inputs as well as provide
a framework for translating network policies into our DSL.
Thus, the admin can specify both privileges and network
policies using the same interface.
4.2 Twin Network
To prevent an MSP technician from directly accessing the en-
terprise production network, in Heimdall, technicians resolve
problems on an emulated twin network.
Strawman solutions: A natural starting point in building
a twin network is to leverage existing network emulation

tools, such as CrystalNet [41] and GNS3 [28]. These tools
can faithfully emulate the behavior of complex networks.
However, they are built atop a monolithic model that makes it
difficult to achieve both security and feasibility. As shown in
Figure 5 (a), an emulated node (e.g., a router or an endhost)
often consists of four parts: a GUI, a console, configurations,
and an image. These parts are tightly coupled, meaning that
the user can either emulate an entire node or nothing at all.
As a result, this often leads to an all-or-nothing solution.

To see this more concretely, consider a ticket describing
that host2 cannot communicate with host4 (Figure 5). To
resolve this ticket, there are two strawman approaches for
using existing emulators. The first (Figure 5 (b)) is to clone
the entire production network into the twin network. This
enables the technician to resolve the problem, but compro-
mises the least-privilege principle by exposing all nodes to
the technician. The second approach (Figure 5 (c)) is to only
clone elements that neighbor hosts 2 and 4. This achieves
better security by hiding most network elements, but makes
it infeasible for the technician to solve the problem, as the
misconfigured router3 is not accessible. While there are more
clever approaches to find relevant elements to emulate (e.g.,
all elements on the path between hosts 2 and 4), it is challeng-
ing to find a minimal set that faithfully reproduces the issue.
A natural question is how can we design a twin network that
achieves both security and feasibility?
Proposed approach: We observe that an emulated node can
be separated into presentation components (GUI and console)
and emulation components (configurations and image). The
presentation components enable the technician to understand
the problem and thus must be accessible. On the other hand,
the emulation components contain information that is unre-
lated to the problem and thus should be restricted. Based on
this observation, we propose to decouple presentation from
emulation and use a reference monitor to mediate the com-
munication between the presentation and emulation layers.

Our twin network design shown in Figure 5 (d) consists of
three key components: (1) a presentation layer that presents
the topology to a technician and provides interfaces for them
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Figure 6: Benign and malicious actions appear similar.

to perform actions to resolve a ticket; (2) an emulation layer
that runs software and configurations to emulate components
of the production network, such as routers, switches, and
endhosts; and (3) a reference monitor that resides in the
middle, mediating each request sent from the presentation
layer to the emulation layer and ensuring that the Privilegemsp
is not violated. This design enables a technician to resolve
many practical problems while enforcing Privilegemsp. We
discuss the limitations of the twin network in §7.

4.3 Policy Enforcer
The twin network enables a technician to resolve a ticket
while guaranteeing that their actions do not violate the
Privilegemsp. The policy enforcer performs this verification
and applies changes made inside the twin network to the
production network. However, this raises practical issues.

Following from the example in §4.2, consider Figure 6,
where a technician determines that the reason why host2 can-
not communicate with host4 is that an access control list rule
on router3 is misconfigured. The technician fixes the problem
by changing the relevant rule from Deny to Permit. How-
ever, the technician may maliciously modify another rule that
allows host2 to reach sensitive host3, an action that violates
a constraint in network policies. It is difficult to detect this
malicious action by just restricting allowed commands, as the
technician uses similar legitimate commands to fix the issue.
Strawman solutions: To detect a malicious action, one straw-
man approach is to continuously verify the network policies
in the twin network (i.e., after the technician performs every
action). This approach has two drawbacks. First, verifying
the policy is time-consuming (e.g., 25 seconds to check 175
constraints) and can significantly slow down a technician’s
work. Second, it may generate many false alerts, as it is not
always possible to ensure that an action is consistent with the
network policies (e.g., rebooting a router may temporarily vio-
late reachability). In addition to verified and correctly-applied
changes, we must also provide the enterprise with assurance
that an MSP’s behavior complies with the Privilegemsp and
network policies. Moreover, in the event that some violations
escape the Privilegemsp, we need forensic audit trails to help
identify issues retroactively.
Proposed approach: Our proposed policy enforcer has three
key modules: (1) a verifier that checks the output of the twin
network against network policies; (2) a scheduler that orders
changes and pushes them to the production network; and (3)

auditing that builds audit trails to be reviewed later. To secure
these modules and achieve trustworthiness, our current work
leverages Intel SGX enclaves [34] to run the policy enforcer,
which provides strong security guarantees (e.g., data integrity)
with a small trusted computing base.

5 PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS
Setup: We evaluated two example networks with real config-
urations: an enterprise network and a university network [37],
and Table 1 shows details of each network. We reproduce
different types of real-world issues described on StackEx-
change [29], such as an OSPF issue [9], an ISP reconfigura-
tion [3], and a VLAN issue [1]. We use config2spec [32] to
generate network policies from configuration files.

Network #routers #hosts #links #policies lines of configs
Enterprise 9 9 22 21 1394
University 13 17 92 175 2146

Table 1: Evaluation networks.
Pilot study on usability: We conduct a pilot study using
Heimdall to solve real issues for MSP customers, and mea-
sure how long it takes for a technician to resolve an issue. We
test with three different practical issues each on the enterprise
and university networks. To mimic an experienced MSP tech-
nician who is comfortable with their tools, one of our authors
acts as the technician. We measure the time from receiving a
ticket to fixing the issue.

We compare Heimdall against the current approach where
a technician is given direct access to the full production net-
work. Under this approach, the debugging process has three
steps: (1) the technician connects to the network, (2) performs
operations, and (3) saves the necessary changes. On top of
these, Heimdall requires three extra steps, namely to generate
a Privilegemsp, set up a twin network, and verify and schedule
changes. Our goal is to measure the time overhead of these
new steps rather than the expertise of the technician, so to cre-
ate a “level playing field”, the technician performs a prepared
list of commands to fix each issue.

Figure 7 shows the results for the enterprise network (we
omit the university results due to their similarity). Compared
to the current approach, Heimdall adds 28 seconds of latency
overhead on average, 15s for a simple issue (ISP reconfigura-
tion), and 42s for a complex issue (VLAN troubleshooting).
From the time breakdown for each step, we see that the most
time is spent performing operations to resolve the issue.
Attack surface/feasibility trade-offs: There is a fundamen-
tal trade-off between security (a small attack surface) and
debugging feasibility (access to relevant network devices).
We measure this trade-off for Heimdall versus the alterna-
tives. We compare with two baseline solutions: (1) All, which
gives the technician access to all nodes, and (2) Neighbor,
which gives access to affected nodes and their neighbors only.
These represent the two extreme solutions shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 7: Time to solve three real issues
(vlan, ospf, isp) on an enterprise network.

Figure 8: Feasibility and attack sur-
face for an enterprise network.

Figure 9: Feasibility and attack sur-
face for a university network.

We evaluate two metrics: (1) feasibility (whether the techni-
cian can solve the issue) and (2) attack surface (how much
of the customer network is exposed). There is no accepted
metric to measure attack surface, so we propose a weighted
combination of exposed surface and actual violations:

Attack_Surface (%) =
(
Σ𝑛∈nodes𝐶𝑛
Σ𝑛∈nodes𝐴𝑛

· 0.5 + VP
𝑃

· 0.5
)
· 100

where 𝐶𝑛 and 𝐴𝑛 are allowed and available commands on
node 𝑛, respectively, VP is the number of violated policies,
and 𝑃 is the number of provided policies.

First, we create an issue by bringing down each interface.
Then, for each technique, we check whether the technician
can access the root cause node (feasibility). Finally, we search
all possible commands on accessible nodes, measure potential
policy violations, and compute the attack surface. Figures 8
and 9 show that compared to the two baseline solutions, Heim-
dall significantly reduces the attack surface by up to 39% and
40% for the enterprise and university networks, respectively.
Meanwhile, Heimdall achieves feasibility close to that of fully
open privileges. This is the “best of both worlds”: a small
attack surface with only a minor feasibility decrease.

6 RELATED WORK
Least privilege: Least privilege is a classical security prin-
ciple [45, 46] to defend against many common attacks (e.g.,
privilege escalation [44]). Prior work has applied least privi-
lege to host applications [43], mobile applications [36], and
operating systems [39]. Our novelty is to revisit it for a new
use case: third-party managed network services.
Network verification: We extend network verification tools
[37] to take MSP privilege specifications as input, as well as
leverage their capabilities to verify network policies. These
tools alone cannot address our problems.
Network isolation: Traditional network isolation techniques
(e.g., VLANs, virtual private networks) slice networking re-
sources on top of the production network. In contrast, our
goal is to prevent direct access to the production network.
Network simulation/emulation: There exists a wealth of
network simulation and emulation tools [22, 23, 38, 41, 42,
47] and testbeds [4, 6, 33, 35]. Their focus is on how to
faithfully and efficiently emulate a production network, so
most tools try to mimic every network component, breaking
least-privilege and leaking sensitive information.

7 DISCUSSION
Limitations of the twin network: The inherent shortcom-
ings of emulation mean that the twin network is not a panacea.
Fortunately, prior work [41] has shown that emulated net-
works are effective for debugging misconfigurations and soft-
ware bugs. For other issues, an emergency mode in which
the reference monitor bypasses the twin network and sends
commands directly to the production network via the policy
enforcer could be necessary. How to determine whether a
problem requires this emergence mode is an open question.
Privilege escalation: The technician’s privileges may need
to evolve over time, likely escalating from more to less re-
strictive, as they address an issue. For example, to diagnose
a point-to-point connectivity issue, a technician may first be
given access to routing policies, but may later require per-
mission to modify firewall rules if the issue is not related to
routing. Supporting escalations safely is a necessity [44]. An
open question is how to differentiate valid escalations from
malicious attempts to subvert the least-privilege model.
User experience: Heimdall expects administrators to specify
privileges for different tasks. While our DSL aims to provide
a simple interface, this still requires understanding intended
network behavior. How should resources and privileges be
presented and translated into easy-to-understand behavior?
Beyond legacy networks: We have focused on addressing
configuration issues for legacy networks, but there are many
other types of issues (e.g., software bugs) and networks (e.g.,
SDN) to explore still. We see Heimdall as the first step to-
wards securing MSP customer networks, and a future goal is
to optimize our architecture to enable more domains.
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